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In the list of world tourism, India is considered one of the greatest lands as it is having numerous
attractive that never fail to grab the attention of tourists and therefore, thousands of tourists, from
every nook and corner of the globe, visit the beautiful land of India all through the year. There are
many tourism options through the help of which tourists can enjoy their vacations in fully memorable
manner. In the map of India tourism, Rajasthan is considered one of the most colorful lands as this
majestic state is dotted with magnificent history, culture, art, hospitality, striking landscapes, exotic
flora and fauna, marvelous hill stations, beautiful lakes and many other exotic things. With
Rajasthan tour packages tourists can explore the attractive attraction and places of Rajasthan.
Rajasthan, the largest state of India, is so impressive that a large number tourist from all over the
globe wish to explore its glory.

Through Rajasthan tour packages tourists can explore Jaipur which is the capital of Rajasthan,
Jaisalmer, Udaipur, Jodhpur, Bikaner, Pushkar, Mount Abu, Mandawa, Ajmer, Bundi, Kota,
Chittorgarh, Ranthambhore, Alwar, Bharatpur (Ranthambhore national park) and many other sought
after destinations and attractions. All these cities of Rajasthan are gifted with magnificent temples,
good-looking palaces, frescoed havelis, charming forts, gorgeous lakes and many other appealing
tourist attractions.

A large number of Rajasthan India tour packages are associated with Rajasthan India tour through
the assistance of which tourists get chance to explore forts and palaces, wildlife grandeur and its
various wonderful attractions. Here tourists can explore copious beautiful and huge heritage sites of
Indian history. The enchanting state of Rajasthan is dotted with massive and very striking forts and
palaces besides natural splendor of Thar Desert. Sand dunes of Jaisalmer and many other heritage
sites of the state including Bikaner, Mandawa, Pushkar and Kota, give you some splendid
experience during the tour.

Its capital city, Jaipur also comprises royal charm. Here tourists can explore many prominent
attractions such as City palace, Hawa Mahal, Janatar Mantar, Amber Fort, Jal Mahal, Rambagh
Palace, Gaitor, Govind Dev Ji Temple,Jagat Shiromani Temple, Birla Temple, Albert Hall with the
help of Rajasthan tour packages.
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